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This week’s theme: Life in the desert
Snack Size includes things to do, read and consider while your group can’t meet together
during lockdown. Don’t feel you have to do everything. You might want to have a conversation
with other group members/leaders about these - maybe with the person who sent you this.
Each week has a different theme. To help you consider it, there are two videos each week which
can be found on the Urban Saints page on Facebook - a ‘starter’ video which will be available
on Tuesday morning and a ‘challenge’ video posted on Thursday.

Chocolate Quiz
“Life is like a box of chocolates, you never know what you’re going to get” - Forrest Gump.
See the images at the bottom of page 2. Can you identify each chocolate? We’ll publish the
answers next week so you can see if you are right.

Reflect
What has been your high point of the last week?
What was your lowest moment?
What would you like to say to God in respect of these?

Bible Bit
Look at John 4:6-30 in the Bible. If you don’t have a copy of the Bible, you can read the passage
online at:  https://www.bible.com/en-GB/bible/116/JHN.4.NLT
Now consider these questions:
■ What does this story tell me about God?
■ What does this story tell me about people (or myself)?
■ If this is God's word for my life, what will I do about it?
■ Who am I going to tell?

In the time this took place, people dug wells in dry areas where there were no rivers or streams,
so they could access water. Notice that the woman points out that the well is very deep -
suggesting the area was very dry - maybe even a desert.

In this story we see Jesus talking to a woman who most others avoided. She had a bad
reputation as she had  had several husbands and was now living with a man to whom she
wasn’t married. In their culture this wasn’t OK and she would have been judged and excluded.
It has been suggested she chose to visit the well at the hottest part of the day to avoid meeting
others.

Hi young people!
While we can’t meet as a Group, we wanted to keep in
touch by giving you something to keep thinking about,
even though we can’t be together. So here is….
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Jesus meets her as she is and offers her acceptance. He inspires her to change the way she
lives; he looks beyond her current circumstances, and speaks life into her present and future.
Jesus, the one who had the biggest following in the ancient world, took notice of someone
who others gossipped about, shamed and rejected!

She went to the well to get water to sustain physical life but what Jesus offers her is spiritual
water to give life to her spiritual life. After her life-changing encounter with Jesus, she runs
back to the people she had been avoiding and shares the good news with them!

Questions to think about:
1. Have you ever felt like God would harshly judge you for mistakes you’ve made?
2. Are you surprised that Jesus was so compassionate?
3. What is a ‘desert’ - a hopeless-looking situation - in your life?
4. What would it look like for Jesus to help by bringing hope - ‘living water’ - to this?

Challenge
As you’ll see in Thursday’s video, the challenge this week is to think about the ‘desert’ areas of
our lives and consider what we might need to get rid of. Watch the video for more details.

Name the Chocolate


